
Final Exam

Physics 140, 9-11am Thursday December 6 2018

You may use one 8.5” x 11” sheet of notes (one side) and a calculator. NO PHONES.

Do simple integrals. Leave complex ones unevaluated.

You’re expected to do integrals like
∫
czndz,

∫
cekxdx,

∫
c ln(ky)dy,

∫
1

(a+r)dr,
∫
c cos(kθ)dθ, or

∫
c sin(kφ)dφ.

Don’t do the integration on anything more complex. Instead, move all constants out of the integral, reasonably simplify all
terms, specify limits, and clearly write the integral.



1. What is condensed matter physics? How is solid state
physics related to condensed matter physics?

2. (a) Write the ground state electron configuration of
a given element

(b) Use the periodic table to identify elements with
the same number of valence electrons

(c) Why do we differentiate between core electrons
and valence electrons?

3. Sketch a representative graph of the interatomic po-
tential, U(r).

(a) Identify the equilibrium separation

(b) What feature(s) indicates the the presence of a
repulsive force?

(c) At what energies are the two atoms are bound?

(d) At what energies are the atoms are unbound (free)?

4. Why do atoms form a crystal? In NaCl, in particular,

(a) what leads to the attraction between the ions?

(b) how is the energy of a molecule different from that
of a crystal?

5. Given a 2D periodic structure, identify

(a) a set of lattice vectors to define a unit cell

(b) the basis of atoms for your choice of vectors

6. We consider lattice vibrations even at absolute zero.
Why? Use the Heisenberg uncertainty principle and
include a calculation to support your answer.

7. We often use the simple harmonic oscillator to model
lattice vibrations and interactions between ions.

(a) Why? Support your answer with a calculation.

(b) When is the harmonic approximation not valid?

8. (a) What does the wavenumber k physically describe?

(b) How can we determine the dispersion relation for
a set of independent oscillators? a 1D chain of
atoms?

(c) What information can we determine from a dis-
persion relation?

9. (a) List four macroscopic quantities that describe a
material’s mechanical properties. Calculate these.

(b) Microscopically, how do we model elastic defor-
mation? Include a sketch.

(c) Microscopically, how do we model the process of
plastic deformation to determine yield stress? In-
clude a sketch.

10. (a) List three macroscopic quantities that describe a
material’s thermal properties. Calculate these.

(b) Describe three microscopic models for the heat
capacity from the lattice.

11. The simplest classical model for the electrical proper-
ties of metals is the Drude model. In this model,

(a) how do electrons move when ~E = 0? ~E 6= 0?

(b) how does electrical resistance arise?

(c) what macroscopic properties are explained?

12. From an energy band schematic

(a) determine if a material is a conductor, insulator
or semiconductor.

(b) determine the size of the band gap, if appropriate

(c) identify the Fermi level

13. The simplest quantum description of electrical proper-
ties in metals is the free electron model. What

(a) are the basic assumptions of the model

(b) do the Pauli exclusion principle and the Fermi-
Dirac distribution tell us about electron energies?

(c) is the Fermi energy, and what does it describe?

(d) does the density of states describe?

(e) does this model tell us about which (and how
many) electrons participate in conduction

14. (a) What’s the difference between a semiconductor
and an insulator?

(b) Calculate the probability that the lowest energy
state in a semiconductor’s (or insulator’s) con-
duction band is occupied.

(c) Determine the number of electrons in the conduc-
tion band of a semiconductor at T > 0. Write an
integral.

15. Semiconductors have positive and negative charge car-
riers. In most applications, they’re often doped.

(a) What’s a hole?

(b) What does it mean to dope a semiconductor? What’s
the difference between n-type and p-type doping?

16. (a) List one macroscopic quantity that we use to de-
scribe a material’s magnetic properties.

(b) Microscopically, how do we describe diamagnetism?

(c) Describe two microscopic models for paramag-
netism.

17. (a) What is a magnetic dipole moment?

(b) Calculate the interaction energy of a magnetic
dipole with an external magnetic field.

(c) What is susceptibility?

(d) Calculate the magnetic susceptibility of a Pauli
paramagnet.

18. Be familiar with: Taylor series expansions, Taylor se-
ries expansions of common functions (ex, sin(x), cos(x))


